Measurements of Response, Remission, and Recovery in Schizophrenia and Examples for Their Clinical Application

Stefan Leucht, MD

Different definitions of response, remission, and recovery are used in schizophrenia research, which makes comparing and applying results in clinical practice difficult. Response criteria are often based on reductions in rating scale scores (eg, ≥20% reduction from baseline). However, when reduction scores from rating scales, such as the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) and Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS), are linked to Clinical Global Impressions (CGI) scores, which are more easily understood, rating scale scores have better clinical application. This linking process also reveals that the widely used response cutoff of 20% does not reflect clinically meaningful improvement in patients with acute, nonrefractory schizophrenia. This article provides suggestions for selecting response criteria, displaying responder rates, and using standard definitions (eg, remission, recovery) in research studies. The ultimate goal of recovery in schizophrenia treatment includes sustained symptom resolution and a return to full functioning.

(J Clin Psychiatry 2014;75[suppl 1]:8–14)

T

reatment for a patient with acute schizophrenia ideally progresses through the steps of 1) response to treatment, 2) resolution of symptoms, 3) remission, and 4) recovery. Rating scales can be used to document baseline symptoms and track the patient’s progress through these steps. Response to treatment means that the patient is showing symptom improvement, and remission indicates that symptoms have been mostly alleviated. Recovery focuses on patients’ social and vocational functioning rather than on symptoms.

Although the terms response, resolution, remission, and recovery are widely used in clinical trials and practice, definitions often vary. In addition, the clinical application of rating scale results is often limited by a lack of understanding of what the results mean. By examining issues related to the definitions of these terms, clinicians can gain a better understanding of how to apply the results from rating scales like the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) and the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS) to their treatment of patients with schizophrenia. This report will present an update based on older and more recent findings on these issues.
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RESPONSE

Standard response criteria in treatment studies use rating scales like the PANSS and BPRS and typically require at least a 20% reduction from the baseline score. Unfortunately, the cutoff to determine response is often chosen arbitrarily or even post hoc in schizophrenia studies and varies from a 20%–50% reduction in score. Nevertheless, rating scales can be useful for measuring response if clinicians know how best to use the results.

The advantage of using validated rating scales to measure symptomatology before and during treatment is their psychometric properties. Both the PANSS and BPRS have been validated and show strong reliability and sensitivity. The PANSS has 30 items rated on a 7-point scale, with 1 being “absent” and 7 being “extreme,” and takes about 45 minutes for the clinician to complete.1 The BPRS assesses 18 symptoms, also using a 7-point scale (from “not present” to “extremely severe”), based on clinical observation and patient report. The BPRS takes about 20 minutes to administer, depending on the clinician’s experience.2 A 0–6 version is also used, although frequently not reported, making interpretation even more difficult. A 0–6 rating system has also been applied for the PANSS,4 but this is very rare.

Understanding Rating Scale Results

A problem with rating scales is that their results must be interpreted in terms of clinical significance.3 For example, what does a PANSS total score of 90 mean from a clinical perspective? What is the clinical significance when a patient experiences a 20% or more reduction in PANSS score from baseline? One solution is to link results of rating scales like the PANSS or BPRS to the Clinical Global Impressions (CGI) scales,2 which clinicians understand intuitively.3,5 The CGI-Severity (CGI-S) instrument rates the current severity of illness on a 7-point scale from “normal” to “extremely ill,” while the CGI-Improvement (CGI-I) instrument tracks patients’ overall improvement from baseline. The CGI-I
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uses a 7-point scale with 1 being “very much improved” and 7 being “very much worse.” Although the CGI provides a helpful impression of the patient's overall clinical state, a disadvantage is its lack of established psychometric properties.3 This problem has been resolved by the development of a CGI scale specific for schizophrenia (CGI-SCH)6 with key anchor points. It covers not only overall symptoms but also the positive, negative, cognitive, and depressive symptoms common in schizophrenia, and the psychometric properties were acceptable.6 Unfortunately, this refined scale is too rarely used, although it is a clear improvement compared with the original CGI, and other specific CGIs (such as for bipolar disorder)7 also exist. By examining the correlations between rating scale scores and the CGI throughout patients' treatment, clinicians can readily understand not only specific symptom changes from baseline but also the patient's overall improvement.

**Linking CGI scores with absolute reduction in rating scale scores.** The primary outcome in antipsychotic drug trials is often given as the mean absolute reduction in BPRS/PANSS scores. Therefore, it could be one option to define an absolute degree of reduction of these rating scales to define response. My colleagues and I6 linked the absolute reduction of PANSS and BPRS total scores from baseline with the CGI ratings to help translate study results into practice. Absolute reductions of 10 points in BPRS scores and 15 points in PANSS scores were associated with a CGI-I rating of “minimally improved” and with a decrease to the next-lower level of severity on the CGI-S.8

However, when examining the effects of illness severity at baseline on the linking results, my colleagues and I identified an important problem. Because the absolute change in BPRS/PANSS score was linked with CGI-I scores after the patients were split into 2 groups according to the median of the BPRS/PANSS scores at baseline, less severely ill patients required less absolute reduction in BPRS/PANSS total scores to obtain the same CGI-I score as more severely ill patients.8 This result indicates that when clinicians use the CGI-I, they tend to rate patients in relative (percentage) terms rather than in absolute terms. For instance, if a patient who is severely ill has an absolute decrease in the PANSS total score of 10 points (eg, 100 to 90), clinicians do not believe that change is very clinically significant because the patient is still very ill. But if a patient who is only slightly ill at baseline has an absolute decrease of 10 points in the PANSS total score (eg, 50 to 40), clinicians rate this change as a subjectively greater improvement than in the severely ill patient even though the changes are objectively the same.8 This severity-at-baseline effect was observed in an analysis linking the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HDRS) and the CGI severity score.9 It thus seems to be universal in psychiatric rating scales.

The severity-at-baseline effect was not found when the percentage BPRS or PANSS total score reduction was linked with the CGI-I score. Cutoffs in terms of a minimum percentage reduction of these scores can therefore be more uniformly applied to define response.

**Linking CGI scores with percentage reduction in total scores.** To provide clinically meaningful application of rating scale results, the CGI-S and CGI-I ratings can be linked to the BPRS or PANSS scores using equipercentile linking.8,10,11 This technique identifies scores on both measures that have the same percentile rank. Table 13,5,8,10 presents the results of the first studies that applied this approach to the BPRS and the PANSS. The first study5 that linked BPRS scores and CGI ratings from 7 drug trials in patients with schizophrenia (N = 1,979) found that a “mildly ill” rating on the CGI-S corresponded to a BPRS total score of 30 to 32, “moderately ill” corresponded to a score of 40 to 44, and “markedly ill” corresponded to a score of 52 to 55. The BPRS score reductions of 23%–30% corresponded to a CGI-I rating of “minimally improved,” while reductions of 44%–58% corresponded to the CGI-I rating of “much improved.” These results can help clinicians understand BPRS total scores and reduction percentages in clinically meaningful terms.5

The first study5 that compared PANSS total scores and percentage of score reductions with CGI ratings in 7

---

### Table 1. Linking CGI Scores With BPRS/PANSS Scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CGI-Severity</th>
<th>BPRS Total Score</th>
<th>PANSS Total Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 = Normal, not at all ill</td>
<td>31–32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 = Borderline mentally ill</td>
<td>41–47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 = Mildly ill</td>
<td>50–62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 = Moderately ill</td>
<td>71–78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 = Markedly ill</td>
<td>88–96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 = Severely ill</td>
<td>105–118</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 = Among the most extremely ill</td>
<td>126–149</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CGI-Improvement</th>
<th>BPRS Reduction, %</th>
<th>PANSS Reduction, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 = Very much improved</td>
<td>71–85</td>
<td>71–82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 = Much improved</td>
<td>44–58</td>
<td>40–53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 = Minimally improved</td>
<td>23–30</td>
<td>19–28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 = No change</td>
<td>5–8</td>
<td>3–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 = Minimally worse</td>
<td>–15 to –20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 = Much worse</td>
<td>–44 to –51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 = Very much worse</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Extraordinary Points**

- Rating scale cutoffs for response in schizophrenia trials should be 50% for acutely ill, nonrefractory patients and 25% for treatment-resistant patients to identify clinically meaningful improvement.
- Studies should display PANSS/BPRS and CGI response rates in a table with 25% interval to capture the distribution of results and provide clinical applicability to rating scale results.
- The RSWG remission criteria are being applied in research settings and should make studies more comparable and applicable in clinical practice. The number of participants who reached (symptomatic) remission should also be presented in a table.
- Recovery is the ultimate goal in schizophrenia treatment, but a consensus definition has yet to be created.

---
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antipsychotic drug trials in patients with schizophrenia (N = 4,991) found that “mildly ill” according to the CGI-S corresponded to a PANSS total score of 57–61, “moderately ill” corresponded to a PANSS score of 73–78, and “markedly ill” corresponded to a PANSS score of 93–96. In terms of improvement since baseline, the CGI-I rating of “minimally improved” corresponded to PANSS score reductions of 19%–28%, while “much improved” was associated with PANSS score reductions of 40%–53%.3

Several studies8,10–13 have replicated the linking functions between the PANSS/BPRS and the CGI in various settings. While there was more variability at the lower end of minimal CGI improvement, the association of CGI “much improvement” and 50% BPRS/PANSS reduction was rather consistent except for studies in stable patients with few symptoms at baseline.13,14 It could be expected that the linking results in such relapse prevention studies in stable patients were different. Because substantial improvement was associated with BPRS/PANSS score reductions of around 50%, studies might ideally use at least a 50% reduction from baseline as the cutoff for response in patients with acute exacerbations of schizophrenia rather than lower cutoffs like 20% or 25%, which represent only minimal improvement.3,5 However, in treatment-resistant patients, a 25% cutoff may be a better option, because even small improvements can be clinically significant.1,5

Issues With the Calculation and Use of Percentage Response Cutoffs

Scale-derived cutoffs are significant because they are used to define response in antipsychotic drug trials. Researchers and clinicians must be aware of several problems with response cutoffs to avoid misinterpreting or misunderstanding trial results.

Correctly calculating the BPRS/PANSS percentage reduction. When researchers calculate percentage reduction of BPRS or PANSS scores from baseline, they must remember to subtract the minimum scores of 30 for PANSS and 18 for BPRS first.15 Because both the PANSS and BPRS are rated on a 1–7 scale, their minimum scores (no symptoms) are 30 and 18, respectively, not 0. When the minimum scores are not subtracted, the percentage of score reduction will be incorrect. For example, a reduction of the PANSS score from 120 to 60 is not a 50% reduction but rather a 67% reduction (ie, 120 – 30 = 90 and 60 – 30 = 30, so the change from 90 to 30 is a 67% reduction). If results are calculated without subtracting the minimum score, the drug effect will be underestimated. Unfortunately, the use of uncorrected scores is common. It has therefore been recommended to rescale both the PANSS and BPRS from 1–7 to 0–6 to avoid this problem.16 Because many studies on second-generation antipsychotics have not made the subtraction, the effects of antipsychotics have been underestimated.

Choosing response cutoffs a priori versus post hoc. The problem with choosing a cutoff post hoc is that trial results vary depending on the cutoff chosen.1,5 When randomized controlled trials are analyzed using different response cutoffs, the statistical significance of results changes. For example, a study15 that analyzed results from randomized controlled trials of amisulpride found that, in one trial, the P value for a ≥30% reduction in BPRS scores was statistically significant (P = .0095) while the P value for the ≥50% response cutoff was not (P = .37), and another study15 showed statistical significance for the ≥50% cutoff (P = .03) but not for the ≥40% cutoff (P = .24).

Choosing a cutoff post hoc should never be done because this manipulates research results.15 Instead, researchers should select the response cutoff a priori based on clinical relevance (≥25% BPRS/PANSS score reduction corresponds to the CGI score of “minimally better,” while the ≥50% cutoff corresponds to “much better”).

Selecting the most sensitive cutoff. In certain situations it might be important to choose the response cutoff that is the most sensitive to detect a difference between an antipsychotic and placebo. Moncrieff and Kirsch17 have shown that for depression trials the most sensitive response cutoff might be the one that maximally separates the normal distribution curves of drug and placebo (Figure 1). Where this point of maximum separation lies depends on the population. In major depression trials it may be around a 50% HDRS reduction. In schizophrenia trials, which are now usually conducted in chronic patients, it may often be around 20%, which explains why this cutoff has been used so often. However, in the analysis15 of amisulpride studies, lower cutoffs were not more sensitive to differences between the drug and the comparator, possibly because the patients were overall more responsive than in other trials. Choosing the most sensitive cutoff is not recommended because for clinical trials to be informative for practice, clinically meaningful cutoffs are important, and the primary outcome in a study is the mean PANSS or BPRS total score change from baseline anyhow.

Presenting meaningful study results. Following tradition may be a reason for selecting a 20% response cutoff, such as copying the pivotal Kane et al study18 demonstrating clozapine’s superiority for treatment-resistant patients, or using the same cutoff as in previous trials to show consistency.
RESOLUTION AND REMISSION

After response, the next step in the treatment of schizophrenia—and an outcome measure for many trials—is resolution and remission. Remission entails maintaining a state without clinically important symptoms over a certain period of time. If only the severity criterion but not the time component is met, this state is called either resolution or, probably more frequently, symptomatic remission. A uniformly accepted definition of remission helps clinicians and researchers improve and interpret study design, compare trial results, follow treatment algorithms, and create long-term goals with patients and their families.15

Definition of Remission

The Remission in Schizophrenia Working Group (RSWG) met in 2003 to develop a consensus definition of symptomatic remission in patients with schizophrenia. They proposed criteria for remission based on 3 symptom domains from factor analysis studies, 5 key symptoms of schizophrenia from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV),21 and 8 symptoms present in the most widely used assessment scales (Table 4).20 The symptoms must all have a severity score of mild or less for at least 6 months to meet remission criteria.20 These criteria are useful because they reflect the heterogeneous nature and long-term course of schizophrenia. Patients may experience minor changes in symptoms over time and still remain in remission as long as no symptom is more severe than mild. A definition of remission that used a rating scale cutoff score would not work as well because, in contrast to major depressive disorder, schizophrenia has many different symptoms, which vary in occurrence over time. Positive symptoms are mainly prevalent in the acute phase; negative symptoms characterize the time between episodes. Therefore, a definition based on a PANSS total score would be problematic because if, for example, a cutoff of 50 were chosen, patients might yet have a high degree of negative symptoms. Nevertheless, the remission criteria have been criticized several times because they combine a relatively relaxed symptom criterion (mild symptoms are allowed) with a relatively severe time criterion.22 Similar to definitions of remission in other psychiatric disorders (such as anxiety),23 some mild symptoms are allowed to remitted patients, which should not interfere too much with functioning, and using more stringent cutoffs (eg, very mild, not present) would

Another reason is the hope of showing maximum separation between drug and placebo. A widely held belief is that low response cutoffs are more sensitive for detecting differences between drugs and placebo than higher cutoffs are.15 As mentioned, many different response cutoffs are used in schizophrenia studies.3 The 20% improvement cutoff has been the standard change from baseline used to define response, partly due to a landmark study by Kane et al,18 which demonstrated that clozapine was more efficacious than chlorpromazine in treatment-refractory schizophrenia. Although the study’s use of a 20% improvement from baseline in BPRS scores was appropriate for treatment-resistant patients, the 20% cutoff has been applied in studies of acutely ill patients with nonrefractory schizophrenia.15

To solve these problems with determining appropriate cutoffs, researchers could present BPRS or PANSS responder rates in increments of 25% up to 100% reduction from baseline scores in a table to display the distribution of the results (Table 2).15 Such a table would show the intervention and control group results and could also display the number of patients who were in remission.15 While comparing all the rates between groups in the table is beneficial for seeing the distribution of results, a primary cutoff should be chosen a priori. A simple table could also be used to display the overall distribution of CGI-S and CGI-I response rates for drug versus placebo results (Table 3).15

Table 2. Sample Table for Displaying BPRS-/PANSS-Derived Response Rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CGI-Improvement</th>
<th>Total N</th>
<th>Very Much Worse</th>
<th>Much Worse</th>
<th>Minimally Worse</th>
<th>Unchanged</th>
<th>Minimally Better</th>
<th>Much Better</th>
<th>Very Much Better</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intervention</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control group</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N (%)</td>
<td>N (%)</td>
<td>N (%)</td>
<td>N (%)</td>
<td>N (%)</td>
<td>N (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Sample Table for Displaying CGI-Derived Response Rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CGI-Severity</th>
<th>Extremely Ill</th>
<th>Severely Ill</th>
<th>Markedly Ill</th>
<th>Moderately Ill</th>
<th>Mildly Ill</th>
<th>Borderline</th>
<th>Mentally Ill</th>
<th>Normal, Not at All Ill</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N (%)</td>
<td>N (%)</td>
<td>N (%)</td>
<td>N (%)</td>
<td>N (%)</td>
<td>N (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control group</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N (%)</td>
<td>N (%)</td>
<td>N (%)</td>
<td>N (%)</td>
<td>N (%)</td>
<td>N (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: BPRS = Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale, PANSS = Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale.
Negative symptoms... conducted a randomized, double-blind, 52-week trial comparing chlorpromazine and clozapine in previously untreated Chinese patients with first-episode schizophrenia or schizophreniform disorder (N = 160). A high percentage (approximately 80%) of patients remitted within 1 year. The remission criteria in this study were a 50% reduction in total BPRS score from baseline, no score greater than mild on 5 BPRS psychosis items, and a CGI-S rating of mild or less. Early improvement occurred for half of patients treated with clozapine at 8 weeks and at 12 weeks with chlorpromazine, and time in remission was longer for the clozapine group. A longer duration of untreated illness was associated with lower rates of remission; the odds of remission dropped by almost 15% for each extra year of untreated psychosis.

Another trial examined patients with first-episode schizophrenia (N = 118) treated for 1 year according to an algorithm that allowed medication adjustments and switches until patients responded. Treatment response (not remission) was defined as a CGI-I rating of “much improved” or “very much improved” and a rating of mild or less on the Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia—Change Version With Psychosis and Disorganization Items rating scale, which had to be sustained for 8 consecutive weeks. Eighty-seven percent of patients responded by 1 year. Both studies demonstrate that high response and remission rates are possible in patients effectively treated early in the course of illness.

Early improvement also predicts subsequent remission and improved functional outcome in patients with schizophrenia. A post hoc analysis of a randomized open-label trial of typical and atypical antipsychotic treatment for acute schizophrenia revealed that early response/nonresponse at 2 weeks reliably predicted response/nonresponse at 8 weeks. Early nonresponse was defined as less than a 20% reduction...
in PANSS total score from baseline. Early responders were more likely to achieve symptom remission and improved functioning than early nonresponders. By linking the CGI-I rating with percent reduction of PANSS scores, this finding means that patients who are not even minimally better at 2 weeks are unlikely to respond later.3

After long-term follow-up. In long-term schizophrenia studies, remission rates are challenging to quantify due to varying definitions and outcome criteria.28 Another problem in these studies is that many of them are cross-sectional, meaning that they assess patients at just one time point. Because patients could be between episodes when assessed, a better approach would be to assess patients over longer periods of time to see if patients are symptomatic. A review29 found remission rates ranging from 17% and 88%, although the study lengths varied.

Application of Remission Criteria

A review30 of over 50 studies that have used the RSWG remission criteria showed that a significant proportion of patients can achieve and sustain remission, which is associated with a good overall symptom status and functional outcome; a few examples follow. First, a naturalistic cohort study31 evaluated the remission criteria in 341 patients with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder. Nearly 1 of 3 patients met full criteria for remission at endpoint, and those who achieved remission had better insight into their illness and higher global and daily living functioning compared with patients never meeting remission criteria and with patients meeting only the symptom severity criterion but not the time criterion. These results indicate that both the time and severity criteria should be clinical targets.

A reanalysis32 of 7 antipsychotic trials examined how many patients (N = 1,708) with schizophrenia met the RSWG remission criteria.32 At 4 weeks, 37% of acutely ill patients met the symptom severity criterion of “no worse than mild.” To assess the applicability of the full remission criteria in the 2 long-term studies in which the 6-month time criterion could be applied, the noncompleters were presumed to have had no remission (worst case scenario). Among the intent-to-treat group, at 1 year, 27% met both the severity and time criteria. Among completers, 53% met both the time and severity criteria. Thus, the true expectation of remission, based on this analysis, lies between 27% and 53%.

Another study33 that validated the RSWG remission criteria tracked 145 patients who met RSWG symptom remission criteria at baseline and 172 patients who did not; the median follow-up time was 1,132 days. Of the patients who met the symptom remission criterion at baseline, 35% moved out of remission during follow-up, while 31% of those who did not fulfill symptom remission criteria at baseline moved into remission. In both remission groups, remission status was associated with improved functioning compared with nonremission status.

The advantage of using remission criteria rather than percentage of reduction in rating scale scores to assess outcome is that the criteria specify how many patients are free of symptoms at the end of the study. In contrast, if a study uses a 50% reduction in PANSS scores as the primary outcome, some responders would still be considered severely ill. The disadvantage of remission criteria is that they do not indicate the amount of change. If study participants were not very ill at baseline, many patients will be in remission at the end. Responder rates, though, will indicate the amount of change, which is why studies should include results according to both remission criteria and reductions in rating scale scores. Presenting results in a simple table (see Table 2) would make research results more understandable and comparable than they are now.

RECOVERY

The final step and ultimate goal of treatment in schizophrenia is recovery. The recovery stage is focused on patients regaining functioning and participating in social and vocational opportunities. Although the second-generation antipsychotics are not the breakthrough treatment they were hoped to be, they still are an important advance to help patients achieve recovery.

Although no consensus exists on how recovery should be defined,28 several criteria have been proposed. These criteria include some degree of symptom stabilization (such as being symptom free or having a BPRS/PANSS score ≤ 4 on all items) and functional improvement (eg, attending school or maintaining employment, socializing with peers) for a specified duration (for example, 2 or 5 years).33 Jääskeläinen and colleagues34 defined recovery in schizophrenia as having improvements in both clinical and social domains, with improvements in at least 1 of the domains persisting for at least 2 years, and current symptoms no worse than mild. Using these criteria, they conducted a meta-analysis of 37 studies in almost 9,000 patients and found a median recovery rate of 13.5%. The results from the Schizophrenia Outpatients Health Outcomes (SOHO) study,35 which analyzed 6,642 patients with schizophrenia, showed that 33% achieved long-lasting remission and 13% achieved long-lasting functional remission during the 3-year follow-up period. Although recovery rates are not high for patients with schizophrenia, recovery is achievable, and patients need hope to sustain them throughout treatment as well as the support of dedicated clinicians to encourage them along the way.33 As pharmacologic and psychosocial treatments continue to improve, clinicians should have more options to create individualized treatment plans for their patients with schizophrenia.

CONCLUSION

The treatment goals of response, remission, and recovery have different meanings to schizophrenia researchers compared with clinicians. The rating scale cutoffs used to define response (typically at least a 20% reduction in PANSS/BPRS scores from baseline) vary from study to study and do not provide much clinical application. Linking rating scale results to CGI scores provides clinically meaningful terms. Because substantial improvement is associated with ≥50%
score reduction on symptom rating scales, studies should use a 50% cutoff for nonrefractory patients and a 25% cutoff for treatment-resistant patients rather than the typical 20% cutoff used in many trials. Cutoffs should be chosen a priori rather than post hoc to avoid manipulating results. Researchers may use a simple table to display PANSS/BPRS change rates from baseline to endpoint in 25% steps (unimproved or worse, up to 25% PANSS/BPRS reduction from baseline, up to 50%, up to 75%, up to 100%), as well as remission rates (see Table 2). A similar table should be used to show how many participants met the various degrees of improvement and severity of the CGI (see Table 3). Researchers must also remember to subtract 30 or 18 from PANSS or BPRS scores before calculating percentages of change.

The RSWG consensus definition of remission proposes measuring 8 symptoms based on DSM-IV criteria that are reflected on several rating scales (eg, PANSS, BPRS). Patients must have symptoms no worse than mild for at least 6 months to attain remission. These criteria are being applied in many studies and should make remission results easier to compare than before the consensus definition was created. Nevertheless, reducing the time criterion to 3 months might make the criteria more applicable. Symptom remission is possible for patients both early and late in the illness course.

Finally, recovery includes a return to social and occupational functioning. Although no consensus definition of recovery has been reached, recovery remains the ultimate goal of schizophrenia treatment. Using available pharmacologic and psychosocial treatments, clinicians can help patients work through the treatment steps while measuring improvement and offering encouragement.
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